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Foxit Reader SDK ActiveX (Standard Edition) is a full featured PDF reading SDK that enables your application to display PDF
documents with high quality and efficiency. Foxit Reader SDK ActiveX is a standalone component, so it does not require the
installation of Foxit Reader to use it. It uses the same rendering engine as Foxit Reader, so you can use this component to
display any PDF file that can be opened by Foxit Reader, with same high quality and fast speed. The PDF file can be displayed
with same high quality and fast speed, without worrying about the PDF version. The ActiveX version of Foxit Reader SDK
allows the application to adopt PDF rendering much more easier than using the DLL version of our SDK, because the ActiveX
not only displays pages, it also handles all the user interface, like navigating, zooming, rotating, scrolling, and printing. The
ActiveX version of Foxit Reader SDK allows the application to adopt PDF rendering much more easier than using the DLL
version of our SDK, because the ActiveX not only displays pages, it also handles all the user interface, like navigating, zooming,
rotating, scrolling, and printing. NOTE: Doesn't include the following features: creating/editing annotation, importing/exporting
form, adding watermark, running javascript, and converting PDF to text, etc, which are included in the Professional edition
only. Foxit Reader SDK Standard Description: Foxit Reader SDK Standard Edition is a full featured PDF reading SDK that
enables your application to display PDF documents with high quality and efficiency. Foxit Reader SDK Standard Edition is a
standalone component, so it does not require the installation of Foxit Reader to use it. It uses the same rendering engine as Foxit
Reader, so you can use this component to display any PDF file that can be opened by Foxit Reader, with same high quality and
fast speed. The PDF file can be displayed with same high quality and fast speed, without worrying about the PDF version. The
PDF document can be displayed with high quality and fast speed, without worrying about the PDF version. The PDF document
can be displayed with high quality and fast speed, without worrying about the PDF version. NOTE: Doesn't include the
following features: creating/editing annotation, importing/exporting form, adding watermark, running javascript, and converting
PDF to text, etc, which are included in the Professional edition only. Foxit Reader SDK Standard Version: Foxit Reader SDK
Standard Edition is a
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* Language: Multi-Language: English, German, French, Spanish, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Czech, Danish, Swedish,
Finnish, Hungarian, Polish, Greek, Russian, Turkish, Ukrainian * Support More than 100 Documents including PDF, XPS,
DOC, RTF, TIF, PPT, JPG, PNG, GIF, DXF, PSD, LAB, HTML, TEXT, TXT, LISP, XML, PERCUSIVE, MSWORD,
POWERPOINT, PPTX, PPTM, PPS * Supports Chinese Simplified, Chinese Traditional, Japanese, Korean, Thai, Vietnamese,
Greek, Hebrew, Turkish * Supports Unicode and Traditional Chinese * Supports "More Than 60 Windows Operating System" *
Supports "More Than 60 Languages" NEW to version 5.2.3: * Faster and better built-in PDF viewer. * Support for iPhone/iPod
Touch. * Support for HTML5. * Support for touch and multi-touch for Windows. * Support for Right to Left language. *
Support for Arabic language. * Support for more than 100 languages and documents. * Support for more than 10 types of touch
devices such as iPhone, iPad, and Windows Touch. * Support for viewing QuickTime file format (.mov,.m4v,.mkv,.mp4,.3gp)
* Support for supporting the new iOS 8 devices and OS (such as iPhone 6 and 6 Plus, iPad mini, iPad Air and iPad mini 2, iPad
Pro and iPhone 5s) * Support for Windows version 8, 10 and 8.1 * Support for Full Screen Viewer * Support for save PDF to
client's computer * Support for print and share the files * Support for PDF Link * Support for viewing TIFF images * Support
for search and find the page in PDF documents * Support for multi-document batch printing * Support for more than 150 other
documents including HTML, TXT, LISP, PERCUSIVE, XML, TIFF, JPG, PNG, DXF, PSD, LAB, etc * Support for version
4.0 and 3.0 specification of PDF files * Support for Mac OS X Lion and newer. * Support for Arabic, Thai, Hebrew, and
Chinese Traditional * Support for Unicode language codes * Support for viewing and manipulating JavaScript/Javascript Applet
1d6a3396d6
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This Foxit Reader SDK (ActiveX Version) will allow your application to easily display PDF documents with high quality and
efficiency. Using this SDK, you can simply read PDF documents, and display them as an "Image" and allow your users to
navigate and zoom in/out of the document. When a user clicks the "back" button or "stop" button, the application will
automatically cancel the current display mode and load a new PDF document. This SDK also supports all the features that our
PDF viewer, Foxit Reader, has. To use this SDK, you don't need to use any SDK, you just need to register a PDF rendering
component with this SDK, and your application can then display PDF documents just like the Foxit Reader does. Features
Generate, edit, and/or view PDF documents from within your application Implement the same interface as Foxit Reader for
ease of use Supports reading and navigation (back, forward, stop, and previous/next pages) Full document rendering capabilities
Import/export forms Adding watermark to pages Running Javascript Convert PDF to text (when using the Foxit Document
Converter) JavaScript engine is embedded (can be optimized and customized) Enhancements: Using the same rendering engine
as Foxit Reader enables you to take advantage of the benefits that Foxit Reader brings to your application. To implement the
same interface as Foxit Reader, no additional programming is required. Register one of the PDF rendering components on this
SDK, and your application will be able to display PDF documents just like the Foxit Reader does. Installation & Usage: To
install this SDK on your computer, please download Foxit Reader SDK ActiveX from this website. When you run the installer,
the setup wizard will automatically detect the Foxit Reader and ask you whether you want to download the Foxit Reader
ActiveX from this website or install it. If you already have the Foxit Reader ActiveX installed on your computer, the installer
will silently download the Foxit Reader SDK ActiveX instead of the Foxit Reader ActiveX. When the installation has been
completed, please copy the Foxit Reader SDK ActiveX DLL and ActiveX EXE to your application’s folder. The DLL and EXE
must be placed in the same folder as the application EXE, which is by default "ApplicationDir\Bin

What's New In?

* Foxit Reader SDK (ActiveX version) is a software component of Foxit Reader. * It allows developers to easily add PDF
displaying capability to the application * It is designed to be an easy to use software component that allows developers to
quickly add PDF displaying capability to the application * Foxit Reader SDK (ActiveX version) uses the same rendering engine
as Foxit Reader, so you can use this ActiveX to display any PDF file that can be opened by Foxit Reader, with same high quality
and fast speed. * The ActiveX not only displays pages, it also handles all the user interface, like navigating, zooming, rotating,
scrolling, and printing. * This SDK requires that the application has Foxit Reader or older version installed. * * Foxit Reader
SDK (ActiveX version) is released under the Microsoft Public License (Ms-PL), MS-PL Version 1.1 * The SDK includes a
package named "FoxitReaderSDKVS2005" or "FoxitReaderSDKVS2008" which contains only "rle.dll" and "foxitreader.dll" *
The package name of these SDK depends on the version of Foxit Reader that you installed * * Foxit Reader SDK is not
installed by default with Foxit Reader installed. You should install the corresponding package of SDK for the Foxit Reader you
want to use. * * All samples show how to use the "rle.dll" only. To use the "foxitreader.dll" instead, please change the rle.cpp
file to use the "foxitreader.dll". * The project file of SDK is also available in the folder "..\docs\ActiveX\FoxitReaderSDK". Pre-
requisites: * Windows Operating System. * * Foxit Reader or older version is required for SDK. If you want to use the
Microsoft.NET Framework, the application needs to have the version of.NET Framework installed. You can download the latest
version of.NET Framework here: SDK features: * PDF Reading and displaying, Page navigation, Zoom and page rotation, PDF
filter, printing, Scrolling, zooming, object selection, annotation, text extraction, text conversion, text recognition, text to speech,
page splitting, page combining, automatic page breaking, and more. * * The SDK also includes a package named
"FoxitReaderSDKVS2005" or "FoxitReaderSDKVS2008" which
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System Requirements For Foxit SDK ActiveX Standard:

Windows 2000/XP/Vista (32/64-bit) 1 GB RAM 4 GB available hard drive space DirectX 9.0c or higher Processor: Intel
Pentium II 466 MHz or greater Sound card: DirectSound-compatible sound card Use Instructions:
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